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Core
Questions

You can learn so much about nature by
making observations! To make more
detailed observations, ask yourself these
3 questions when you are studying
something new!

1. What do I notice?
2. What do I wonder?
3. What does it remind
me of?

●

●
●

Find something natural from the
outdoor world; it could be an apple,
stick, rock, leaf, bug, moss, seed,
anything!
Answer these 3 questions as many
times as you can.
When you’ve finished, do you feel like
you know that object more than you
did when you started?

I notice...a spiral
I wonder...if it’s alive or dead?
It reminds me of...a galaxy!

What is a corvid?
Corvid 19
Challenge

A corvid is a family of birds also known as the crow family.
They are some of the smartest creatures in the world! Corvids are known for
using tools, playing games, and even recognizing themselves in a mirror.
Watch our accompanying video at: https://youtu.be/3RLUosgBH5Q

What’s the difference between a raven and a crow?
Can you find 3 differences?

What’s the difference
between corvid and
covid-19? Are they
safe?

The difference is in the
“ARRRRR”. A corvid is a kind
of bird. You can keep them
safe by NOT feeding them.
Covid-19 is a sickness going
around right now. You can
keep yourself and family
safe by washing hands and
keeping a safe distance.

There are many different species of corvid in the bay area. Can you find them all?
caw

California
Scrub Jay

Steller's Jay

Yellow-billed
Magpie

Common Raven

American Crow

9 Corvids Challenge

Name:
Date:

(for younger ages)

Cross off each square you observe until you’ve found them all!

Water source

Flying

Nesting materials

On top of a building

Sitting on a wire
Wild Card!
Free space!

Eating

Cawing

Mobbing

Name:

Corvid 19 Challenge!

Date:

Can you find 19 different corvids in your neighborhood?

Cross off each square you observe until you’ve found them all!

Solo:

In a tree

Cawing

Hopping

Food
One corvid
Water Source

Pair:

On top of a building

Flying

Walking

Two corvids
Nesting materials

Picking twigs

Many:

Mobbing

Wild Card!
Free Space!

A murder of crows

Eating

Cracking a nut
or seed

(attacking another bird)

Sitting on a wire

Preening

(cleaning itself or

another)

Did you find 19
corvids?

What’s That
Crust?

What’s That
Crust?
Is it Moss, Lichen or Fungi?

Check out our accompanying video at:
https://youtu.be/-jl9jrZFKd0
Use words, pictures and numbers to make
observations below!

1.
2.

3.

Find a crust. It could be growing
anywhere!
Say out loud, draw, or write down
everything you observe:
○
What do you notice?
○
What do you wonder?
○
What does it remind you of?
Try to answer the mystery question;
is it a moss, fungi, or lichen?

Habitat:
❏
Log or
stick
❏
Tree
❏
Wood
❏
Rock
❏
Soil
❏
Pavement
❏
Other:___

Color:
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Green
White
Brown
Gray
Yellow
Orange
Red
Other:____
__

Shape:
❏
Crusty
❏
Leafy
❏
Shrubby
❏
Shelf-like
❏
Other:_____
___

What’s your guess? Circle which organism you think
you found!

Moss
(plant-like)

Fungi
(mushroom)

Lichen
(plant +
fungi)

Nature
Journal:
Comparisons

●
●
●

●

Every single thing in nature
is unique. No two things are
ever the same! Can you find
similarities and differences?

Choose two similar natural items you found. It can be
2 leaves, 2 fruits, 2 rocks, 2 trees, 2 clouds
Draw a line down the center of your nature journal
On the left side use words, pictures and numbers to
describe everything you notice about one of the
items
On the right side do the same thing with the other
item

Plant
Scavenger Hunt

Try a plant hand shake! Use
your thumb and forefinger to
gently tug on a leaf but don’t
break it. Feeling a plant is one
way to get to know it!

Take a walk in your
neighborhood or a hike.
Try to find all of these
plant features:
❏ Leaves
❏ Grass
❏ Flower
❏ Roots
❏ Stems
❏ Seeds
❏ Bush or Shrub
❏ Tree
❏ Brown
❏ Yellow
❏ Green
❏ Growing tall
❏ Growing close to the
ground

Bonus Challenge! Find
plants that are:
❏ Scented
❏ Fuzzy
❏ Prickly
❏ Dry and dead
❏ Fresh and new
❏ Red
❏ Purple
❏ Orange
❏ A bug bite taken
out of it!

Next time you’re
walking in your
neighborhood, look
for the plants and
animals featured on
your earth cards or
the plants featured
in the Native Plant
pamphlet.

Thank a plant! Plants
breathe in CO2 and
breathe out O2 so you can
thank a plant by getting
close and breathing out
your CO2 with a big thank
you!
Nom nom
nom plant
leaves mmm

Create With
Nature

Humans have always been fascinated by beauty in nature.
The oldest known human nature art is a shell found in
Java, Indonesia thought to be 500,000 years old!

● Make your own nature library!
Choose 10-20 natural items that
you can find on the ground like
sticks, small rocks, seeds, dead
leaves. Collect things that are not
alive and won’t disturb the habitat
to take.
● Solo Project: Put the items
together however you want!
● Pair creation:Take turns with a
family member placing nature
items one at a time into a creation
together.

Memory camera: take an
imaginary photo of your
project. Then take it
apart and make
something new!

Explorer’s Bag

Ancient humans were hunter
gatherers. Many humans still
enjoy gathering and collecting!
Do you have any collections?

● Choose a nature area you want to collect
from.
● If something not alive calls to you, pick it
up and observe it. Ask yourself: is there
anyone else in nature that would really miss
this if I took it?
● If your answer is no, put it in your
explorer’s bag to observe with your hand
lens, in your nature journal, or create art
with it!
● When you are done, put it back where you
found it or add it to your Explorer’s Bag
collection.

